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lesson 3: cat, talk nicely
Objectives: Children will remind friends in a kind way to use a Talking voice rather than a Fighting voice.
character PrinciPle: Be Compassionate and Kind
sel cOMPetency: Relationship Skills
vOcabulary: “Talk nicely,” bossy
Materials: Cat with Cranky Feeling tucked in pouch
1. Hold Cat and say, “Clap your hands if it bothers you when people sound bossy. Sometimes people get in 
 the habit of being bossy because they like their ideas. If you like your ideas, stomp your feet. It is 
 wonderful to like your ideas, but it is not kind to use a bossy or cranky voice with our friends and family.  
 That happens to Cat when she likes her ideas best or feels cranky.” Pull a name stick for that child to 
 pull the Cranky Feeling.
2. Say, “In this game, we are going to practice helping our friends remember to talk nicely when they forget 
 and start to use a bossy face or voice.” (This game is similar to Simon Says.)
3. Say, “Cat is going to say some commands, such as, ‘Hop on one foot’ or ‘Clap.’ When she remembers to 
 use her Talking Voice, we can listen and do what she asks us. When Cat forgets and uses her bossy voice,  
 we will remind Cat to ‘Talk nicely.’ Let me hear you all say, ‘Talk nicely, Cat.’ ” Coach the children to say 
 this with a Talking Face and voice, “Great, now let’s play. Remember, only follow Cat’s commands when 
 she uses her Talking Voice.” 
4. Make Cat say, “Clap your hands” in a bossy voice. Prompt children to remind Cat to use a nice 
 Talking voice by saying, “Cat, talk nicely.” Make Cat say, “Sorry.” Have Cat repeat the command in a 
 kind Talking voice. Now the children can do the action!
5. Give Cat to a child. Whisper a command in his/her ear (hop on one foot, jump, clap your hands,  
 pat your head). Have the children say the command in a bossy way. Have the other children 
 respond in a kind Talking voice: “Cat, talk nicely.” Child then repeats the command nicely, and
 children do it. 
6. Ask children, “Could you ask friends to talk nicely if they forget to use their Talking Voice and use a bossy 
 voice? Remember to say their name and then say, ‘Talk nicely.’ ”

See Week 10, Key 5 (page 128) for more tools on helping children redo a negative interaction. 


